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S5
Audi S5 Sportback

Sportiness needs no grand 
words, it can be summed 

up in one letter: S.

The S emblem. Many impressive vehicles have been created by Audi 
bearing this emblem. A tradition that is seamlessly continued with 

the Audi S5 Sportback.

With an output of 245 kW, the powerful and compact V6 TFSI® 
engine delivers intense driving experiences. Innovations such as 

quattro® with self-locking centre differential and wheel-selective 
torque distribution make this an exceptional vehicle.

Audi S5 Sportback
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The engine – the heart of the Audi S5 Sportback. The torque and acceleration 
will already impress in the first few metres. The V6 3.0 TFSI® spontaneously 

comes to life, six supercharged cylinders release 245 kW of power.  
The TFSI® technology ensures you make progress not only more quickly, 

but more efficiently too. The displacement of less than 3 litres makes the
power unit light and sporty and generates 440 Nm, allowing you to accelerate 

up to 250 km/h (regulated). The stiff suspension of the S sport suspension 
presses the S5 Sportback flat to the road, and the quattro® permanent all-wheel 

drive ensures outstanding traction and precise grip.

Audi S5 Sportback
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Signalling superiority: the platinum grey S Singleframe with 
sculptural chrome braces and S5 emblem. S-specific bumpers 

emphasise the sporty attributes of the vehicle, as do the distinctive 
air inlets. Xenon plus headlights with daytime running light strip 

in LED technology lend the Audi S5 Sportback an unmistakeable 
look.
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Generously sized wheels such as the 8.5 J x 18 wheels in 5-parallel-spoke design and sill trims painted in body colour give  
the S5 Sportback an athletic overall appearance. The front brake callipers with S5 logo look exclusive and are ready to deliver top  

performance on demand. At the rear, lights using LED technology are a real eye-catcher: they combine the dynamic side of the vehicle with  
the clearly defined rear end. A dual-branch exhaust system with four oval tailpipes and a diffuser with a blade in aluminium look round off the 

striking appearance of the S5 Sportback.



Audi S5 Sportback
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Conveying an authentic racing feel: the multifunction sport 
leather steering wheel in 3-spoke design with shift paddles in 

aluminium look. The interior is generously comfortable.
The optional S sport seats in the front with S5 embossing  

 and electric seat adjustment with driver side memory offer
 excellent support.
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>>> Audi connect
The future of connected mobility. 

>>> quattro®
The future of all-wheel drive. 

>>> Audi tron
The future of CO₂-reduced mobility.

Innovations

The world is constantly changing. Technology is advancing at an ever faster pace. And in the process, more and more 
opportunities are opening up to you – nowhere more so than in the field of mobility. We are playing an instrumental role 
in shaping this progress with Vorsprung durch Technik. Striving to provide you with technology that enriches your life. 
Making sure that we don’t just satisfy your expectations of mobility both today and in the future, but continue to surpass them.

… durch Technik.

>>> Audi ultra
The future of efficient technologies.

>>> Design
Reshaping the future.



With quattro®.

quattro®Stick tothe road.

15 quattro®

Have the road completely under control, thanks to permanent distribution of the drive force to  
all four wheels. Variably controlled by the centre differential. Always depending on the situation. 
Experience handling stability, dynamism and agility as never before and combat the effects of over- 
and understeer. For increased traction and superior propulsive power. Tame any road. And always keep 
your eyes set on where you’re heading. In bends. On straights. Over any surface. For a fascinating
experience that sticks. To the road – and in your mind.
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Every movement originates from something. Something that sets it off, an idea.  
The engine in your Audi S5 can also be traced back to an initial spark of inspiration: 
higher power with lower fuel consumption. These apparently conflicting aims are 
united in two revolutionary drive technologies: TDI® and TFSI®. Get acquainted with 
both of them. And then opt for the drive system that you feel most moved by.

Maximum power.
Put to maximum use.

Intelligent performance

Intelligent performance

Audi TFSI® engines attain a particularly high compression rate. 
The result: outstanding efficiency combined with optimum performance. 
Substituting supercharging for cubic capacity has the effect of 
considerably reducing engine size and weight – while performance 
remains as impressively dynamic as ever. For power delivery that 
will win you over from the word go. 

TFSI®



>>> quattro®
The permanent all-wheel-drive system 
distributes the drive forces to each 
individual wheel according to the 
driving situation for extra traction and 
dynamic performance.

Dynamics

Get in. Buckle up. Start the engine. Wherever you’re heading, enthralling driving dynamics will power you there.  

For as you know, the world is your oyster once you get behind the wheel of your Audi S5. You decide the direction.  

The driving style. The pace. And you enjoy the satisfaction of knowing you have plenty in reserve. More than enough 

to get the very best from every drive.

that will take hold of you.

Dynamics

Dynamics
>>> Audi drive select
Audi drive select lets you adapt the driving  
characteristics of the S5 to suit your  
requirements. At the push of a button.  
Sportier, more comfortable, more balanced,  
more economical or even individually  
tailored as you please. It’s entirely up to you.

>>> Electromechanical power steering
The speed-sensitive power steering conveys a 
precise steering feel even at high speeds, helps 
you to countersteer and makes light work of 
parking.

>>> S tronic®
The sporty, efficient dual-clutch transmission allows 
you to switch gears with lightning speed with virtually 
no break in propulsive power.  

19



Simplexity

>>> Media
Browse through the covers of your music 
collection on all available media sources 
such as inserted SD cards, Audi music 
interface, CDs or DVDs.

Streamlined. Simple. Logical. The world of mobile infotainment completely 

redefined: the Multi Media Interface (MMI®). Phoning or navigating: all highly 

intuitive, highly functional and highly convenient – not least thanks to voice

control. With the MMI® in your Audi S5, everything will be a child’s play for you.

The MMI® – intelligent,

individual, intuitive.

Simplexity

y
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>>> Navigation
With MMI® navigation plus, you can  
let yourself be guided even more 
conveniently to your destinations  
with high-quality map views and a 
3-dimensional display of places  
of interest and landmark buildings.

>>> Car
Control and alter driver assistance systems, 
vehicle settings as well as climate control  
and service functions quickly and easily using 
the MMI®.

 

>>> Phone
Make phone calls safely and easily using 
the hands-free facility: simply select the 
number to dial from your contacts in the 
MMI® or enter the number intuitively via 
the MMI®.

u



23 Equipment

As unique as you are.
The equipments.
Sportiness, comfort, design, functionality – whatever you demand of your Audi, it offers you a wealth  
of options. Audi equipment versions are varied and high-quality and you can tailor them entirely 
to your needs.
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Sportiness that can be seen and felt.
Even when stationary.
S stands for sportiness. Your Audi S5 Sportback is impressive proof of this. With extensive 
S-specific equipment. For a dynamic look. Sporty comfort. And superior performance. And you 
also have the option of further enhancing the S-factor. With optional equipment that is equally 
impressive to the senses.

S model

S5-specific standard equipment

Cast aluminium wheels 
in 5-parallel-spoke design (S design)
size 8.5 J x 18 with 225/40 R 18 tyres

Brake callipers, painted black
with S5 logo at front

Audi Singleframe
radiator grille in platinum grey with horizontal double 
chrome struts and S5 emblem

Front bumper
in a striking sporty design with air inlet ducts in 
honeycomb design and double chrome struts

Exterior mirrors with integrated LED indicator 
electrically adjustable and heated with automatic
anti glare action and memory function 

Exterior mirror housings
in aluminium look

Side sill trims

Diffuser insert, rear
in platinum grey, edged with two-layer blade in 
aluminium look

Exhaust tailpipes 
dual-branch design with 2 oval chrome trims on both 
left and right

Rear spoiler
on the luggage compartment lid

Gloss package

S5-specific optional equipment  
(selection)

Paint finish in the special colours volcano red, metallic 
and Sepang blue, pearl effect

S sport seats, front

S-specific seat upholstery
•  fine Nappa leather, black
•  fine Nappa leather, lunar silver/black
•  fine Nappa leather, magma red/black
•  fine Nappa leather, chestnut brown/black
each with contrasting stitching and S5 embossing  
on the front-seat backrests

Inlays
carbon Atlas

Storage package

Audi drive select

Model name/logo
•  S5 emblem in the Audi Singleframe, on the luggage 

compartment lid and on the vehicle key
•    V6 T logo on the front wings

Door sill trims with aluminium inlays
with S5 logo

Pedals and footrest in stainless steel

Instrument cluster
with grey dials, white needles and S5 logo in the rev 
counter; dynamic ready-check feature

Driver information system with colour display

Multifunction sport leather steering wheel, flat bottomed  
in 3-spoke design with aluminium-look shift paddles
with S5 emblem and S-specific stitching

Sport seats, front

Front seats, electrically adjustable

4-way lumbar support for the front seats

Seat upholstery in Alcantara/leather, black or 
Alcantara/leather, lunar silver/black

Inlays
matte brushed aluminium

Headlining in cloth, black

Centre armrest, front

Automatic 3 zone air conditioning

Lighting package

Xenon plus headlights  
including headlight cleaning system

LED rear lights

S tronic® tranmission

quattro® permanent all-wheel drive

S sport suspension
more dynamic spring and damper tuning
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You have an exclusive character. 
So why shouldn’t your Audi have one too?
That the Audi exclusive range aspires to exclusivity is already evident from its name. Selected décors and coloured 
leather can be combined with customised paint finishes from the large selection of Audi exclusive colours to suit 
your own personal preferences. So you can highlight your car’s exceptional character to even better advantage. 
Your Audi partner and the Audi exclusive Studio of the Audi Forum Neckarsulm, Germany await your wishes.

Audi exclusive is from quattro® GmbH.

Audi exclusive



Your Audi is painted not just once. 
But four times.
When you choose a paint colour, choose one that best reflects your own personality. 
But whichever colour you opt for, you can count on the outstanding quality of our 
painting process. Though no thicker than a human hair, the layer of paint on an Audi is 
actually made up of four different coats. So not only do you look radiant in your Audi, 
the car is also optimally protected from environmental influences and wear.  
For its entire lifetime.

Primer coat
Filler layer
Coloured paint
Clear varnish

In our view, millimetre precision is simply not 
enough to ensure you will still be able to enjoy 
your favourite colour for your Audi even after 
driving many thousands of kilometres. That is 
why we deliver precision on the micrometre 
scale, and why it takes top priority even for the 
primer coat. The first layer protects the body 
from rust and other symptoms of old age. 
The filler layer compensates for even the tiniest of 
irregularities and has an elastic effect, stopping 
the paint flaking off if for example gravel is 
thrown up. The third layer is the visible colour. 
Then comes a fourth layer of clear varnish,  
which protects the paint finish from UV rays and  
gives it a sheen and depth of colour that will  
ideally last for a long time – until you decide on  
a new favourite colour. 
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Paint finishes Wheels/tyres

Exterior
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Tornado grey, metallicIbis white

Brilliant black Monsoon grey, metallic

| Solid paint finishes

Glacier white, metallic

Floret silver, metallic

| Metallic paint finishes

Paint finishes Wheels/tyres

Exterior

Moonlight blue, metallic

Mythos black, metallic

Daytona grey, pearl effect
 

Sepang blue, pearl effect

Misano red, pearl effect

| Pearl effect paint finishes

Audi exclusive customised paint finishes
From quattro® GmbH

| Audi exclusive
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Cast aluminium wheels 
in 5-parallel-spoke design (S design)
size 8.5 J x 18 with 245/40 R 18 tyres.  

| Alloy wheels

Exterior

Paint finishes Wheels/tyres
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Premium quality you can rely on.
You have a special place in your Audi. Exclusive comfort can be felt on the front and rear seats: thanks to high-quality 
materials and first-class workmanship. Whether you decide on standard sport seats or S sport seats, you’re sitting
in the right place.

Seats Inlays

Interior

S sport seats, front* 2  

* Optional

Sport seats, front 1



| Alcantara/leather

Alcantara/leather, black 1

Fine Nappa leather, black 2

Fine Nappa leather, magma red/black 2

 

| Leather

Interior

Seats Inlays

1  Sport seats, front

2  S sport seats, front 

| Seat variants| Audi exclusive

Audi exclusive leather upholstery and trim² 1  2  
Individual choice of colour for leather/stitching

37
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| Inlays

Matte brushed aluminium

Experience fascination.  
Down to the last detail.
Exclusive ambience is a question of style. Your style. A style you can refine down to the last detail. Create tangible 
accents with high-quality Audi inlays. Take pleasure in smooth wood that radiates a natural warmth. Experience the 
fascination of open-pore wood whose exclusivity you can literally feel. Or make a personal statement with 
combinations of fine woods and aluminium trim – and allow your own personal taste to determine the character.

Interior

Seats Inlays

Carbon Atlas*

* Optional



| Headlights | Interior lighting
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Xenon plus including headlight cleaning system
intensive road illumination, good uniformity and  
range thanks to headlights with durable gas discharge 
technology for dipped and high beam. Automatic-
dynamic headlight range control prevents oncoming 
traffic from being dazzled. Includes homogeneous  
LED daytime running light strip, LED rear lights and 
headlight cleaning system

Light/rain sensor
automatic control of headlight activation, windscreen 
wipers and the coming home/leaving home function: 
delayed switching-off/automatic switching-on of rear 
lights and number plate lights, front fog lights and, in 
conjunction with xenon plus, the LED daytime running 
lights when parking/opening the vehicle; includes 
windscreen with grey strip along the top edge

LED rear lights
brake lights, tail lights, rear fog lights, indicators and 
rear number plate lights in LED technology with low 
power consumption; with reversing lights

Front fog lights
for better illumination of the road when visibility is 
poor; integrated neatly into the bumper

Lighting package
Anti-glare interior lighting comprising: 
•   reading lights, rear
•   illuminated glove compartment
•   entrance lighting, front
•   active door reflectors

Plus the following in energy-saving, 
long-life LED technology:
•   illuminated vent controls
•   footwell lighting

| Exterior design |Interior design 

 

Equipment

      Lights Design Steering wheels/controls Comfort Infotainment Assistance systems Technology/safety 

Gloss package
roof frame and window slot trims 
in anodised aluminium

 

Aluminium-look interior
aluminium-look elements on the light switches, air 
conditioning, MMI® rotary/push-button control, vents, 
mirror adjustment switch, window controls as well 
as around the gear or selector lever gaiter

Door sill trims with aluminium inlays

| Mirrors

Exterior mirrors with integrated LED indicator
electrically adjustable, convex, flat or aspherical 
mirror glass. Body-coloured housing

Heated, electrically folding and  
automatically dimming with memory function
including heated windscreen washer jets and mirror

The automatic kerb-side function tilts the exterior 
mirror on the passenger side downwards when reverse 
gear is selected, giving the driver a better view of the kerb

| Interior Mirrors

Automatically dimming
with light/rain sensor, windscreen with grey strip and 
acoustic glazing for improved windscreen insulation 
and reduced noise from outside

| Steering wheels/controls

Multifunction sport leather steering wheel 
in 3-spoke design, flattened at the bottom

 
| Roof system

Slide-and-tilt glass sunroof
electric, with tinted single-glazed safety glass and 
infinitely adjustable sun shield; includes integrated 
wind deflector; convenience opening/closing from 
outside via the vehicle key
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 *Optional

Lights Design Steering wheels/controls Comfort Infotainment Assistance systems Technology/safety 

| Climate control | Closing systems

3-zone deluxe automatic air conditioning
Same functions as automatic air conditioning, plus separate temperature control for driver and front passenger 
and for the rear compartment, adjustable temperature and air distribution settings for left and right-hand sides at 
front; air-conditioning controls at front with digital display, air-conditioning controls in the rear centre console  
for setting the temperature in the rear compartment; automatic recirculation mode by means of air quality sensor, 
indirect ventilation, combined/fine particulate filter and light/rain sensor

Convenience key*
access and drive authorisation system, the vehicle key 
needs only to be carried with you; the engine is started 
and switched off via the engine start-stop button; 
the vehicle is unlocked and locked from outside via sensors 
on all door handles; the luggage compartment lid can 
also be opened separately when the vehicle is locked

Remote control key
unlocks and locks doors, luggage compartment lid and 
tank flap; includes convenience closing/opening of the 
windows

Anti-theft alarm*
monitors doors, bonnet and luggage compartment  
lid; includes interior monitoring (can be deactivated), 
tow-away protection via a vehicle angle of inclination 
sensor and signal horn independent of the vehicle 
electrical system; with safe-locking function: prevents 
the doors from being opened from the inside once the 
vehicle has been locked with the radio remote control
(in conjunction with convenience key)

| Storage/transport | MMI®/navigation

Storage compartments
in the front and rear door trims with storage facility 
for drinks bottles, storage compartment in the door 
trims with bottle holders; eyewear compartment in 
the front roof module above the interior mirror; 2 cup 
holders in the centre console

Storage package
storage net on the backs of the front-seat backrests, 
storage compartment under the front seats  
(if memory function for the driver seat is fitted, only 
under the front-passenger seat), cup holder in the  
rear centre armrest, lockable glove compartment

MMI® navigation plus
•  hard drive navigation
•  high-resolution 7-inch colour display with high-quality map display and topographical map colouring, 3D display 

of e.g. city models, choice of 3 alternative routes, split-screen route information, detailed junction map and 
lane recommendations, scrolling along the route 

•  rotary/push-button control with integrated joystick function for map searches
•  voice control system with whole-word entry of address
•  dynamic route guidance
•  additional arrow display in the driver information system with colour display
•  radio with triple tuner, phase diversity
•  hard drive can be used to store music (20 GB)
•  DVD drive (MP3, WMA, AAC and MPEG-4 compatible) for music CDs and video DVDs
•  2 SDHC card readers (up to 32 GB)
•  AUX-IN connection
•  Bang and Olufsen sound system

Driver information system with colour display
shows information from the driver information system 
on a high-resolution colour display with an even  
better overview and readability; also possible to 
display information from assistance systems 
(if ordered)
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Lights Design Steering wheels/controls Comfort Infotainment Assistance systems Technology/safety 

| Entertainment

Audi music interface
Portable media players such as Apple iPod, Apple 
iPhone (music functionality) as well as USB storage 
media and MP3 players may be connected by means  
of special adapter cables available from Audi Genuine 
Accessories. Located in the glove compartment; 
operation via MMI® or radio controls or multifunction 
leather steering wheel (if ordered)

| Entertainment

Bang & Olufsen Sound System
captivating surround sound reproduction with 14 loudspeakers, including centre speaker and subwoofer.  
The 10-channel amplifier has a total output of 505 watts. Reproduction of 5.1 surround sound.
Exclusive loudspeaker covers with aluminium trim and dynamic driving noise compensation 

Bluetooth interface
Hands-free calls can be made in the vehicle using the 
microphone. Bluetooth-capable mobile phones can be 
connected to the vehicle via the interface

| Communication



| Assistance systems

Parking system plus with reversing camera
acoustic and visual parking system for the front and 
rear; image of area behind the vehicle shown on the 
MMI® display, with dynamic display modes showing the 
path calculated based on steering angle; auxiliary lines 
and guidelines for parking into perpendicular parking 
spaces and identification of point at which to apply 
opposite lock when parallel parking; reversing camera 
integrated discreetly in the handle strip of the luggage 
compartment lid; activated when reverse gear is 
selected or via a button on the centre console 
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| Driving dynamics/brakes

Audi drive select
different modes – auto, comfort, dynamic, efficiency 
and (in conjunction with an MMI® navigation  
system) individual – allow you to adjust the vehicle’s 
characteristics by adapting the power steering 
assistance, accelerator and gear changing 
characteristics and the settings of other optional  
equipment. The efficiency mode shifts specifically 
selected systems to a consumption-improved  
basic setting.

Sport suspension
with stiffer spring and damper settings for more direct 
contact with the road and sporty handling

quattro®
permanent all-wheel drive with self-locking centre 
differential and asymmetric/dynamic torque 
distribution, as well as wheel-selective torque control 
and Electronic Differential Lock (EDL) on all driven 
wheels; distributes the drive force depending on the 
driving situation to each individual wheel for precisely 
controlled, sporty handling; quattro® emblem in Audi 
Singleframe, on the luggage compartment lid and in 
the dashboard on the passenger side

S tronic®
The 7-speed, electrohydraulically actuated dual-clutch 
transmission facilitates faster gear changes with 
virtually no break in propulsive power. In automatic 
mode, the driver can choose between the programs 
D (Drive) and S (Sport)

Electromechanical power steering
combines precision and comfort with exceptional 
energy-saving technology. The electromechanical 
steering system with speed-sensitive steering 
assistance ensures stability at high speeds whilst  
also being light and precise when parking and 
manoeuvring

Brake system
dual-circuit with diagonally-split brake system, 
Antilock Brake System (ABS) with Electronic Brake 
Force Distribution (EBD), Electronic Stabilisation 
Control (ESC) with brake assist, tandem brake booster, 
disc brakes front/rear, ventilated at front

Auto Release Function
includes parking brake function when stationary, 
drive-off assistance function through automatic 
release when driving away and maximum deceleration 
action while driving acting on all 4 wheels

Cruise control
at speeds of around 30 km/h and above, the system 
keeps the set speed constant, provided that engine 
power and engine braking effect permit it; automatic 
braking intervention, e.g. when driving downhill; 
operated via separate steering column stalk; set speed 
displayed in the driver information system

| Assistance systems

Equipment

Lights Design Steering wheels/controls Comfort Infotainment Assistance systems Technology/safety 

Anti-Slip Regulation (ASR)
reduces spinning of the drive wheels and delivers more 
traction and stability on the road surface

Electronic Differential Lock (EDL)
On surfaces with varying levels of grip, this start-off 
assistant automatically brakes the drive wheels on any 
surface that is too slippery, thereby ensuring smooth, 
powerful progress; operates at speeds up to approx. 
100 km/h.

Electronic Stabilisation Control (ESC)
provides greater stability at any speed by selective 
braking of individual wheels and intervention in the 
engine management system; networks the ABS, EBD, 
ASR and EDL with its own sensors and compares the 
driving data with reference data

Recuperation
economises on fuel through brake energy recovery; 
kinetic energy is converted into usable electrical 
energy by increasing the generator voltage when the 
vehicle is coasting or braking and relieving the generator 
during subsequent acceleration

Airbags
Full-size airbags for driver and front passenger

Side airbags, front, and head airbag system
side airbags, front integrated into the backrests; with 
additional head airbag system, deploys over the side 
windows to protect the front and outer rear seat 
passengers in the event of a side impact

Side airbags, rear
as supplement for side airbags, front and head airbag 
system

Seat belts
3-point inertia reel seat belts for all seats, with belt 
force limiters, seat belt tensioners and seat belt 
reminder at the front; colour-coordinated with the 
interior

| Technology/safety
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 Technical dataDimensions 

Index

Dimensions in millimetres.
Dimensions are for unladen vehicle weight. 
Luggage capacity 480/1,283 l (measured by the VDA method using 200 x 100 x 50 mm blocks;  
2nd value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and the vehicle loaded up to roof height).  
Turning circle approx. 11.5 m. 
* Maximum headroom. ** Elbow room width. *** Shoulder room width.

Audi S5 Sportback

  

Model 

 

S5 Sportback

(245 kW)

Engine type 

 

V6 petrol engine with 

direct fuel injection and 

mechanical supercharger

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder) 2,995 (4)

Max. output¹ in kW at rpm 245/5,500–6,500

Max. torque in Nm at rpm 440/2,900–5,300

Power transmission/wheels

Drive type quattro® permanent all-wheel drive

Transmission type 7-speed S tronic® 

Wheels Cast aluminium wheels, 8.5 J x 18

Tyres 245/40 R 18

Weights/capacities

Unladen weight² in kg 1,820

Gross vehicle weight in kg 2,295

Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l 61

Performance/consumption⁵

Top speed in km/h 250⁴

Acceleration 0–100 km/h in s 5.1

Fuel grade Sulphur-free super RON 95⁵

Fuel consumption³ in kmpl   12.28

Explanatory notes

¹  The figure given was calculated using the specified measuring procedure (current version of Directive  
80/1269/EEC).

²  Unladen vehicle weight includes driver (68 kg), luggage (7 kg) and fuel tank 90 % full, calculated in accordance 
with the current version of EC Directive 92/21/EEC. Optional equipment may increase the car’s unladen weight 
and drag coefficient, whereupon the possible payload limit and the top speed will be reduced accordingly.

³  ARAI Figures.

⁴  Regulated.

⁵  We recommend using sulphur-free super unleaded RON 95 fuel complying with DIN EN 228. If this is not 
available, use sulphur-free regular unleaded RON 91 fuel complying with DIN EN 228; power output will be 
slightly reduced. Unleaded RON 95 fuel with a maximum ethanol content of 10 % (E10) can generally be used. 
Fuel consumption details refer to operation with RON 95 fuel complying with 692/2008/EC.
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